Better representations of plot structure could greatly improve computational methods for summarizing and generating stories. Current representations lack abstraction, focusing too closely on events. We present a kernel for comparing novelistic plots at a higher level, in terms of the cast of characters they depict and the social relationships between them. Our kernel compares the characters of different novels to one another by measuring their frequency of occurrence over time and the descriptive and emotional language associated with them. Given a corpus of 19th-century novels as training data, our method can accurately distinguish held-out novels in their original form from artificially disordered or reversed surrogates, demonstrating its ability to robustly represent important aspects of plot structure.
Introduction
Every culture has stories, and storytelling is one of the key functions of human language. Yet while we have robust, flexible models for the structure of informative documents (for instance (Chen et al., 2009; Abu Jbara and Radev, 2011) ), current approaches have difficulty representing the narrative structure of fictional stories. This causes problems for any task requiring us to model fiction, including summarization and generation of stories; Kazantseva and Szpakowicz (2010) show that state-of-the-art summarizers perform extremely poorly on short fictional texts 1 . A major problem with applying models for informative text to fiction is that the most important structure underlying the narrative-its plot-occurs at a high level of abstraction, while the actual narration is of a series of lower-level events.
A short synopsis of Jane Austen's novel Pride and Prejudice, for example, is that Elizabeth Bennet first thinks Mr. Darcy is arrogant, but later grows to love him. But this is not stated straightforwardly in the text; the reader must infer it from the behavior of the characters as they participate in various everyday scenes.
In this paper, we present the plot kernel, a coarse-grained, but robust representation of novelistic plot structure. The kernel evaluates the similarity between two novels in terms of the characters and their relationships, constructing functional analogies between them. These are intended to correspond to the labelings produced by human literary critics when they write, for example, that Elizabeth Bennet and Emma Woodhouse are protagonists of their respective novels. By focusing on which characters and relationships are important, rather than specifically how they interact, our system can abstract away from events and focus on more easily-captured notions of what makes a good story.
The ability to find correspondences between characters is key to eventually summarizing or even generating interesting stories. Once we can effectively model the kinds of people a romance or an adventure story is usually about, and what kind of relationships should exist between them, we can begin trying to analyze new texts by comparison with familiar ones. In this work, we evaluate our system on the comparatively easy task projects/autosummarize. Although this cannot be treated as a scientific experiment, the results are unusably bad; they consist mostly of short exclamations containing the names of major characters. of recognizing acceptable novels (section 6), but recognition is usually a good first step toward generation-a recognition model can always be used as part of a generate-and-rank pipeline, and potentially its underlying representation can be used in more sophisticated ways. We show a detailed analysis of the character correspondences discovered by our system, and discuss their potential relevance to summarization, in section 9.
Related work
Some recent work on story understanding has focused on directly modeling the series of events that occur in the narrative. McIntyre and Lapata (2010) create a story generation system that draws on earlier work on narrative schemas (Chambers and Jurafsky, 2009) . Their system ensures that generated stories contain plausible event-to-event transitions and are coherent. Since it focuses only on events, however, it cannot enforce a global notion of what the characters want or how they relate to one another.
Our own work draws on representations that explicitly model emotions rather than events. were the first to describe stories in terms of an emotional trajectory. They annotate emotional states in 22 Grimms' fairy tales and discover an increase in emotion (mostly positive) toward the ends of stories. They later use this corpus to construct a reasonably accurate classifier for emotional states of sentences . Volkova et al. (2010) extend the human annotation approach using a larger number of emotion categories and applying them to freelydefined chunks instead of sentences. The largestscale emotional analysis is performed by Mohammad (2011) , using crowd-sourcing to construct a large emotional lexicon with which he analyzes adult texts such as plays and novels. In this work, we adopt the concept of emotional trajectory, but apply it to particular characters rather than works as a whole.
In focusing on characters, we follow , who analyze narratives by examining their social network relationships. They use an automatic method based on quoted speech to find social links between characters in 19th century novels. Their work, designed for computational literary criticism, does not extract any temporal or emotional structure.
A few projects attempt to represent story structure in terms of both characters and their emotional states. However, they operate at a very detailed level and so can be applied only to short texts. Scheherazade allows human annotators to mark character goals and emotional states in a narrative, and indicate the causal links between them. AESOP (Goyal et al., 2010) attempts to learn a similar structure automatically. AESOP's accuracy, however, is relatively poor even on short fables, indicating that this fine-grained approach is unlikely to be scalable to novel-length texts; our system relies on a much coarser analysis. Kazantseva and Szpakowicz (2010) summarize short stories, although unlike the other projects we discuss here, they explicitly try to avoid giving away plot details-their goal is to create "spoilerfree" summaries focusing on characters, settings and themes, in order to attract potential readers. They do find it useful to detect character mentions, and also use features based on verb aspect to automatically exclude plot events while retaining descriptive passages. They compare their genrespecific system with a few state-of-the-art methods for summarizing news, and find it outperforms them substantially.
We evaluate our system by comparing real novels to artificially produced surrogates, a procedure previously used to evaluate models of discourse coherence (Karamanis et al., 2004; Barzilay and Lapata, 2005) and models of syntax (Post, 2011) . As in these settings, we anticipate that performance on this kind of task will be correlated with performance in applied settings, so we use it as an easier preliminary test of our capabilities.
Dataset
We focus on the 19th century novel, partly following and partly because these texts are freely available via Project Gutenberg. Our main dataset is composed of romances (which we loosely define as novels focusing on a courtship or love affair). We select 41 texts, taking 11 as a development set and the remaining 30 as a test set; a complete list is given in Appendix A. We focus on the novels used in , but in some cases add additional romances by an already-included author. We also selected 10 of the least romantic works as an outof-domain set; experiments on these are in section 8.
Preprocessing
In order to compare two texts, we must first extract the characters in each and some features of their relationships with one another. Our first step is to split the text into chapters, and each chapter into paragraphs; if the text contains a running dialogue where each line begins with a quotation mark, we append it to the previous paragraph. We segment each paragraph with MXTerminator (Reynar and Ratnaparkhi, 1997) and parse it with the self-trained Charniak parser (McClosky et al., 2006) . Next, we extract a list of characters, compute dependency tree-based unigram features for each character, and record character frequencies and relationships over time.
Identifying characters
We create a list of possible character references for each work by extracting all strings of proper nouns (as detected by the parser), then discarding those which occur less than 5 times. Grouping these into a useful character list is a problem of cross-document coreference.
Although cross-document coreference has been extensively studied (Bhattacharya and Getoor, 2005) and modern systems can achieve quite high accuracy on the TAC-KBP task, where the list of available entities is given in advance (Dredze et al., 2010) , novelistic text poses a significant challenge for the methods normally used. The typical 19th-century novel contains many related characters, often named after one another. There are complicated social conventions determining which titles are used for whom-for instance, the eldest unmarried daughter of a family can be called "Miss Bennet", while her younger sister must be "Miss Elizabeth Bennet". And characters often use nicknames, such as "Lizzie".
Our system uses the multi-stage clustering approach outlined in Bhattacharya and Getoor (2005) , but with some features specific to 19th century European names. To begin, we merge all identical mentions which contain more than two words (leaving bare first or last names unmerged). Next, we heuristically assign each mention a gender (masculine, feminine or neuter) using a list of gendered titles, then a list of male and female first names 2 . We then merge mentions where each is longer than one word, the genders do not clash, and the first and last names are consistent (Charniak, 2001 ). We then merge single-word mentions with matching multiword mentions if they appear in the same paragraph, or if not, with the multiword mention that occurs in the most paragraphs. When this process ends, we have resolved each mention in the novel to some specific character. As in previous work, we discard very infrequent characters and their mentions.
For the reasons stated, this method is errorprone. Our intuition is that the simpler method described in , which merges each mention to the most recent possible coreferent, must be even more so. However, due to the expense of annotation, we make no attempt to compare these methods directly.
Unigram character features
Once we have obtained the character list, we use the dependency relationships extracted from our parse trees to compute features for each character. Similar feature sets are used in previous work in word classification, such as (Lin and Pantel, 2001) . A few example features are shown in Table  1 .
To find the features, we take each mention in the corpus and count up all the words outside the mention which depend on the mention head, except proper nouns and stop words. We also count the mention's own head word, and mark whether it appears to the right or the left (in general, this word is a verb and the direction reflects the mention's role as subject or object). We lemmatize all feature words with the WordNet (Miller et al., 1990) stemmer. The resulting distribution over words is our set of unigram features for the character. (We do not prune rare features, although they have proportionally little influence on our measurement of similarity.) 
Temporal relationships
We record two time-varying features for each character, each taking one value per chapter. The first is the character's frequency as a proportion of all character mentions in the chapter. The second is the frequency with which the character is associated with emotional language-their emotional trajectory . We use the strong subjectivity cues from the lexicon of Wilson et al. (2005) as a measurement of emotion. If, in a particular paragraph, only one character is mentioned, we count all emotional words in that paragraph and add them to the character's total. To render the numbers comparable across works, each paragraph subtotal is normalized by the amount of emotional language in the novel as a whole. Then the chapter score is the average over paragraphs.
For pairwise character relationships, we count the number of paragraphs in which only two characters are mentioned, and treat this number (as a proportion of the total) as a measurement of the strength of the relationship between that pair 3 . show that their method of finding conversations between characters is more precise in showing whether a relationship exists, but the co-occurrence technique is simpler, and we care mostly about the strength of key relationships rather than the existence of infrequent ones.
Finally, we perform some smoothing, by taking a weighted moving average of each feature value with a window of the three values on either side. Then, in order to make it easy to compare books with different numbers of chapters, we linearly interpolate each series of points into a curve and project it onto a fixed basis of 50 evenly spaced points. An example of the final output is shown in Figure 1 .
Kernels
Our plot kernel k(x, y) measures the similarity between two novels x and y in terms of the features computed above. It takes the form of a convolution kernel (Haussler, 1999) where the "parts" of each novel are its characters u ∈ x, v ∈ y and c is a kernel over characters:
We begin by constructing a first-order kernel over characters, c 1 (u, v), which is defined in terms of a kernel d over the unigram features and a kernel e over the single-character temporal features. We represent the unigram feature counts as distributions p u (w) and p v (w), and compute their similarity as the amount of shared mass, times a small penalty of .1 for mismatched genders:
We compute similarity between a pair of timevarying curves (which are projected onto 50 evenly spaced points) using standard cosine distance, which approximates the normalized integral of their product.
The weights α and β are parameters of the system, which scale d and e so that they are comparable to one another, and also determine how fast the similarity scales up as the feature sets grow closer; we set them to 5 and 10 respectively.
We sum together the similarities of the character frequency and emotion curves to measure overall temporal similarity between the characters. Thus our first-order character kernel c 1 is:
We use c 1 and equation 1 to construct a firstorder plot kernel (which we call k 1 ), and also as an ingredient in a second-order character kernel c 2 which takes into account the curve of pairwise frequencies u, u between two characters u and u in the same novel.
In other words, u is similar to v if, for some relationships of u with other characters u , there are similar characters v who serves the same role for v. We use c 2 and equation 1 to construct our full plot kernel k 2 .
Sentiment-only baseline
In addition to our plot kernel systems, we implement a simple baseline intended to test the effectiveness of tracking the emotional trajectory of the novel without using character identities. We give our baseline access to the same subjectivity lexicon used for our temporal features. We compute the number of emotional words used in each chapter (regardless of which characters they co-occur with), smoothed and normalized as described in subsection 4.3. This produces a single time-varying curve for each novel, representing the average emotional intensity of each chapter. We use our curve kernel e (equation 2) to measure similarity between novels.
Experiments
We evaluate our kernels on their ability to distinguish between real novels from our dataset and artificial surrogate novels of three types. First, we alter the order of a real novel by permuting its chapters before computing features. We construct one uniformally-random permutation for each test novel. Second, we change the identities of the characters by reassigning the temporal features for the different characters uniformally at random while leaving the unigram features unaltered. (For example, we might assign the frequency, emotion and relationship curves for "Mr. Collins" to "Miss Elizabeth Bennet" instead.) Again, we produce one test instance of this type for each test novel. Third, we experiment with a more difficult ordering task by taking the chapters in reverse.
In each case, we use our kernel to perform a ranking task, deciding whether k(x, y) > k(x, y perm ). Since this is a binary forced-choice classification, a random baseline would score 50%. We evaluate performance in the case where we are given only a single training document x, and for a whole training set X, in which case we combine the decisions using a weighted nearest neighbor (WNN) strategy:
In each case, we perform the experiment in a leave-one-out fashion; we include the 11 development documents in X, but not in the test set. Thus there are 1200 single-document comparisons and 30 with WNN. The results of our three systems (the baseline, the first-order kernel k 1 and the second-order kernel k 2 ) are shown in Table  2 . (The sentiment-only baseline has no characterspecific features, and so cannot perform the character task.)
Using the full dataset and second-order kernel k 2 , our system's performance on these tasks is quite good; we are correct 90% of the time for order and character examples, and 67% for the more difficult reverse cases. Results of this quality rely heavily on the WNN strategy, which trusts close neighbors more than distant ones. In the single training point setup, the system is much less accurate. In this setting, the system is forced to make decisions for all pairs of texts independently, including pairs it considers very dissimilar because it has failed to find any useful correspondences. Performance for these pairs is close to chance, dragging down overall scores (52% for reverse) even if the system performs well on pairs where it finds good correspondences, enabling a higher WNN score (67%).
The reverse case is significantly harder than order. This is because randomly permuting a novel actually breaks up the temporal continuity of the text-for instance, a minor character who appeared in three adjacent chapters might now appear in three separate places. Reversing the text does not cause this kind of disruption, so correctly detecting a reversal requires the system to represent patterns with a distinct temporal orientation, for instance an intensification in the main character's emotions, or in the number of paragraphs focusing on pairwise relationships, toward the end of the text.
The baseline system is ineffective at detecting either ordering or reversals 4 . The first-order kernel k 1 is as good as k 2 in detecting character permutations, but less effective on reorderings and reversals. As we will show in section 9, k 1 places more emphasis on correspondences between minor characters and between places, while k 2 is more sensitive to protagonists and their relationships, which carry the richest temporal informa-
Significance testing
In addition to using our kernel as a classifier, we can directly test its ability to distinguish real from altered novels via a non-parametric two-sample significance test, the Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) test (Gretton et al., 2007) . Given samples from a pair of distributions p and q and a kernel k, this test determines whether the null hypothesis that p and q are identically distributed in the kernel's feature space can be rejected. The advantage of this test is that, since it takes all pairwise comparisons (except self-comparisons) within and across the classes into account, it uses more information than our classification experiments, and can therefore be more sensitive.
As in Gretton et al. (2007) , we find an unbiased estimate of the test statistic M M D 2 for sample sets x ∼ p, y ∼ q, each with m samples, by pairing the two as z = (x i , y i ) and computing:
Intuitively, M M D 2 approaches 0 if the kernel cannot distinguish x from y and is positive otherwise. The null distribution is computed by the bootstrap method; we create null-distributed samples by randomly swapping x i and y i in elements of z and computing the test statistic. We use 10000 test permutations. Using both k 1 and k 2 , we can reject the null hypothesis that the distribution of novels is equal to order or characters with p < .001; for reversals, we cannot reject the null hypothesis.
Out-of-domain data
In our main experiments, we tested our kernel only on romances; here we investigate its ability to generalize across genres. We take as our training set X the same romances as above, but as our test set Y a disjoint set of novels focusing mainly on crime, children and the supernatural.
Our results (Table 3) are not appreciably different from those of the in-domain experiments (Table 2) considering the small size of the dataset. This shows our system to be robust, but shallow; the patterns it can represent generalize acceptably across domains, but this suggests it is describing broad concepts like "main character" rather than genre-specific ones like "female romantic lead".
9 Character-level analysis
To gain some insight into exactly what kinds of similarities the system picks up on when comparing two works, we sorted the characters detected by our system into categories and measured their contribution to the kernel's overall scores. We selected four Jane Austen works from the development set 5 and hand-categorized each character detected by our system. (We performed the categorization based on the most common full name mention in each cluster. This name is usually a good identifier for all the mentions in the cluster, but if our coreference system has made an error, it may not be.) Our categorization for characters is intended to capture the stereotypical plot dynamics of literary romance, sorting the characters according to their gender and a simple notion of their plot function. The genders are female, male, plural ("the Crawfords") or not a character ("London"). The functional classes are protagonist (used for the female viewpoint character and her eventual husband), marriageable (single men and women who are seeking to marry within the story) and other (older characters, children, and characters married before the story begins).
We evaluate the pairwise kernel similarities among our four works, and add up the proportional contribution made by character pairs of each type to the eventual score. (For instance, the similarity between "Elizabeth Bennet" and "Emma Woodhouse", both labeled "female protagonist", contributes 26% of the kernel similarity between the works in which they appear.) We plot these as Hinton-style diagrams in Figure 2 . The size of each black rectangle indicates the magnitude of the contribution. (Since kernel functions are symmetric, we show only the lower diagonal.)
Under the kernel for unigram features, d (top), the most common character types-noncharacters (almost always places) and nonmarriageable women-contribute most to the kernel scores; this is especially true for places, since they often occur with similar descriptive terms. The diagram also shows the effect of the kernel's penalty for gender mismatches, since females pair more strongly with females and males with males. Character roles have relatively little impact.
The first-order kernel c 1 (middle), which takes into account frequency and emotion as well as unigrams, is much better than d at distinguishing places from real characters, and assigns somewhat more weight to protagonists.
Finally, c 2 (bottom), which takes into account second-order relationships, places much more emphasis on female protagonists and much less on places. This is presumably because the female protagonists of Jane Austen's novels are the viewpoint characters, and the novels focus on their relationships, while characters do not tend to have strong relationships with places. An increased tendency to match male marriageable characters with marriageable females, and "other" males with "other" females, suggests that c 2 relies more on character function and less on unigrams than c 1 when finding correspondences between characters.
As we concluded in the previous section, the frequent confusion between categories suggests that the analogies we construct are relatively nonspecific. We might hope to create role-based summary of novels by finding their nearest neighbors and then propagating the character categories (for example, " is the protagonist of this novel. She lives at . She eventually marries , her other suitors are and her older guardian is .") but the present system is probably not adequate for the purpose. We expect that detecting a finegrained set of emotions will help to separate character functions more clearly. 
Conclusions
This work presents a method for describing novelistic plots at an abstract level. It has three main contributions: the description of a plot in terms of analogies between characters, the use of emotional and frequency trajectories for individual characters rather than whole works, and evaluation using artificially disordered surrogate novels.
In future work, we hope to sharpen the analogies we construct so that they are useful for summarization, perhaps by finding an external standard by which we can make the notion of "analogous" characters precise. We would also like to investigate what gains are possible with a finer-grained emotional vocabulary.
